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Opening photo: Arneg Group produces refrigerated cabinets, refrigeration systems, furniture & heavy duty, check-out counters,
cold rooms and doors.

FOCUS ON TECHNOLOGY

INNOVATIONS IN SURFACE TREATMENTS
FOR METAL WORKING

Arneg Italia’s New Coating Line:
an Industry 4.0-Oriented Management
System in Compliance with the Most
Advanced Environmental Protection
Requirements
Monica Fumagalli ipcm®
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rneg is a world leader in the design, production and

“We produce refrigerated furniture and refrigeration systems that

installation of complete equipment for the retail sector.

are our core business, but also shelves for display cabinets in the

Established half a century ago in Marsango (Padua, Italy) by

food and non-food sectors, sales counters, cold rooms, and doors

Luigi Finco and Roberto Marzaro, it is now an international Group

(ref. Opening photo).”

consisting of 36 companies throughout the world. “The Arneg

This is a constantly growing sector, now faced with one of the

Group’s products are all intended for the small and large retail

most critical current issues: the environmental impact not only of

industry, mainly but not only in the food sector,” says Federico

its companies’ production activities, but also of the refrigeration

Pandolfo, the Industrial Engineering Manager of Arneg (Fig. 1).

systems installed at supermarket chains and other commercial
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for both specialised

businesses. “We have always
stood out for our policy

Arneg’s goal is to enhance and continuously
improve production processes: the recent project of
the new paintshop, whose installation was the result
of the synergy between different suppliers, was born
in the framework of this development plan.
The powder coating plant was built by Imel, the
overhead conveyor by Futura Convogliatori Aerei,
the three coating booths by Gema, and the water
treatment plant by KMU Loft”

sensitive to the major issues
of environmental protection,
energy saving, and respect
for people,” states Pandolfo.
“This is reflected in our effort
to provide our customers
not only with equipment, but
also with assistance in terms

and non-specialised
stores to conventional
and customised sales
counters.
“At the international
level, we have 20
production plants
and 16 representative
companies. This gives
us a global vision of

their stores, in an integrated

our customers’ needs,

production system

enabling us to meet

developed to ensure that all

© ipcm ®

of energy management of

all their requirements

manufacturing processes

through a daily exchange

and supply relationships

of ideas that is crucial

with third parties comply

to develop innovative
solutions for the market.

with the current regulations
on quality, safety, energy

The high collaboration

saving, and eco-friendliness.

and coordination

Our goal is to enhance

capacity of our different

and continuously improve

production sites also

production processes: the

confirms the validity of

recent project of our new

our Group’s management

paintshop, whose installation

system.”

was the result of the synergy

Arneg’s
procurement
logistics

between different suppliers,
was born in the framework
of this development plan.
The powder coating plant
was built by Imel (Codroipo,

1

Figure 1: From left to right Katia Cattelan, Federico Pandolfo with Luca
Zaramella.

Udine, Italy), the overhead

Arneg Italia produces
raw and coated
sheets that are used

conveyor by Futura

The Group is present in Italy with four

Convogliatori Aerei (Robecco Pavese, Pavia,

subsidiaries, each specialising in the

of its refrigeration systems’ bodies. It

Italy), the three coating booths by Gema,

manufacture of specific products:

buys already machined but uncoated

and the water treatment plant by KMU Loft.

- Arneg, the leading company, designs,

sheets from both its subsidiaries and

for the construction

Arneg acted as the prime contractor and

manufactures, and installs complete and

other suppliers. In this second case,

coordinated the whole project.”

advanced equipment for the retail sector;

for the finishing of their semi-finished

An international Group with an
Italian heart
One of the Group’s strengths is its ability
to offer complete equipment solutions to
furnish every department of a supermarket.
“Our company structure translates into

- Oscartielle is among the main European

products, such suppliers can use the

producers of refrigerated counters with

coating plant installed by Arneg, which

built-in units and custom plug-in counters;

in this way also provides a contracting
coating service. Different procurement

- Incold specialises in the production of
commercial and industrial cold rooms and

and treatment methods are used in

of a complete range of doors;

Arneg’s plant: some raw sheets are

- Intrac operates in the furnishing sector

both machined and coated in-house,

flexibility and customisation capacity

for the small, medium and large retail

whereas sometimes semi-finished

levels that have no equal on the market,”

industries with a wide and diversified

products are bought and then coated in

states Katia Cattelan, the Marketing &

range of products, from commercial

the company’s paintshop.

Communication Specialist of Arneg.

shelving for any product category and

The production activity mainly focusses on
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Figure 2: The manual loading area devoted to sheet metal.

Arneg Italia produces raw and coated
sheets that are used for the construction of its
refrigeration systems’ bodies. It buys already
machined but uncoated sheets from both its
subsidiaries and other suppliers. In this second
case, for the finishing of their semi-finished
products, such suppliers can use the coating
plant installed by Arneg, which in this way also
provides a contracting coating service.”
the refrigerated counters’ insulated bodies, made of sheets
and high-density polyurethane supporting structures. A
base, lower supports, refrigerating elements, lighting and the
electrical system are then added during assembly to create

© ipcm ®

complete refrigeration systems, which are finally packaged and

3
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Figure 3: A detail of a load bar that can carry up to 300 kg.
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stored. “Our corporate strategy fully embodies the just-in-time
philosophy,” says Pandolfo. “We build our equipment on order:
we start the raw or semi-finished material procurement process
and any required machining operation only after receiving an
order. Since we do not produce any standard product, but only
tailor-made systems, there are no stocks in our warehouse and
our material delivery flow is lean and flexible.”

Quality finishes for high aesthetics and
functionality levels
“The materials used for the construction of Arneg’s systems,”
says Pandolfo, “range from aluminium to iron and from
galvanised and black sheet to plastics. The coating results on
the refrigerator bodies’ external elements must ensure a high
aesthetic quality level and they must be repeatable for all the
substrates treated because, as well as defining the quality of our
products, they must consistently reproduce the colours of each

© ipcm ®

supermarket brand. As for the internal components, we apply

4
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Figure 4: A detail of the conveyor supplied by Futura Convogliatori
Aerei.

a protective coating against corrosion and rust – which are
caused by wear and the chemical products used by stores for
their cleaning operations – that must also achieve the hygiene
level needed for direct contact with food.”
In the Marsango plant, every component is sent to the
paintshop regardless of its origin (the firm’s machining
department or a supplier’s plant). “We have diversified both our
machining operations and our suppliers,” says Katia Cattelan.
“If an unexpected event occurs in the supply chain, we can
rely on another partner or directly produce in-house the parts
required. The production flow continuity is thus ensured.”

© ipcm ®
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design team and to integrate their
equipment with the others’.”
The line concept was based on the
innovative technologies of the Industry
4.0, aimed at effective human-machine
interaction, optimal integration of all
internal and external management
systems (especially in the framework
of supplier relationships), and energy
waste reduction for a more sustainable
environmental impact. The system is
entirely PLC-managed and it features
2 manual loading operations (Fig. 2).
The 4 m long load bars can carry up
to 300 kg (Fig. 3). Once loaded on the
conveyor frames (Fig. 4), the parts are
taken to the storage buffer of the 60 m
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long 6-stage multi metal cleaning
tunnel (Figs. 5 and 6). Drying after

Figure 5: A bird’s eye view of the 60 m long pre-treatment tunnel.

time, with a downtime of

The new coating line developed by Imel

on Imel for this project

came into operation in April 2017, after

because we already knew

about a year of project development

the efficiency of its systems.

coordinated by Arneg’s technical staff and

This previous experience

based on the experience gained with the

played a fundamental role

firm’s previous plant. “Our previous line

in the selection of the plant

was built in 1986: after thirty years, it could

engineering company, as

still ensure a good performance level, but

well as their ability to interact

it included obsolete machines. Composed

with the other suppliers that

of two plants, it was replaced in a short

formed the new paintshop

only three weeks. We relied

The line concept was based on the innovative
technologies of the Industry 4.0, aimed at
effective human-machine interaction, optimal
integration of all internal and external management
systems (especially in the framework of supplier
relationships), and energy waste reduction for a
more sustainable environmental impact. The system
is entirely PLC-managed and it features 2 manual
loading operations. The 4 m long load bars can carry
up to 300 kg. Once loaded on the conveyor frames, the
parts are taken to the storage buffer of the 60 m long
6-stage multi metal cleaning tunnel.”
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A new coating plant for high
production flexibility

pre-treatment occurs in a bell oven with

6
1

Figure 6: Components entering the cleaning tunnel.
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we perform is non-aggressive, but, on

an outgoing gas heat recovery

the other hand, it represents a guarantee

station, which heats the renewal

of greater surface protection against

air of the oven itself. A second

corrosion (Fig. 7).”

buffer accommodates the

The components are sorted from the

workpieces after drying, which

post-drying buffer to three different

concludes the first treatment

storage buffers connected to the three

phase. This buffer allows to

coating booths (two automatic and

empty the cleaning tunnel at

a manual one where powder is not

the end of the day, in order

recovered) operating simultaneously

to ensure that all material

(Figs. 8 and 9). The correct destination

is perfectly dry, avoid the

of each batch to be painted is set at the

formation of rust, and improve

beginning of processing through the

the application and functional

software program, depending on the

quality level of the subsequent

number of parts loaded onto the bars

coating phase.

and their shape. The manual spray booth

“The materials we treat do not

(Fig. 10) is most suitable for small-sized

present any heavily polluted

batches requiring a specific colour, for

surfaces: galvanised sheets,

parts with particular undercuts or cavities,

accounting for 99% of the

and in the case of a colour change

material used both for the

requested by the client at the last minute.

external and internal parts of

“The system was designed to ensure

our refrigerated counters, do not

maximum loading flexibility, without

have any oil residues or welds.

constraints deriving from the need to

Therefore, the cleaning process

pool workpieces requiring the same tint

© ipcm ®

Figure 7: The inside of the cleaning tunnel.

an air vein burner connected to

Figure 8:
Parts taken to the
application area.
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Figure 9: The coating
application area.

© ipcm ®
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but belonging to different batches. Again, this choice was aimed at creating a
high-level just-in-time production. Since we produce on order, we can happen
to load a part to be coated with red, followed by a part requiring the yellow
colour and by a second one requiring red. In this case, for example, it is more
convenient to send the load bar to be treated with yellow to the manual booth,
in order not to decrease the line productivity by performing a colour change on
an automatic booth. In any moment of the day, however, one of the booths is
always non-operative.”
“Thanks to the power&free conveyor layout designed by Futura, we can easily
manage the line speeds of the different surface treatment stages (from the
5 m/min of the pre-treatment tunnel to the 3 m/min of the application booths).
This ensures a constant average speed of 4.5 m/min. The buffers compensate
for both the colour change times and the different loading speeds of parts, with
highly variable shapes and dimensions,” states Pandolfo. After coating, a “traffic
light” system brings together the workpieces coming from all booths and sends
them to the polymerisation oven.

The system was designed to ensure
maximum loading flexibility, without constraints
deriving from the need to pool workpieces
requiring the same tint but belonging to different
batches. This choice was aimed at creating a
high-level just-in-time production.”

10
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Figure 10: The coating application carried out in the manual
booth.
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Application consistency
and quick colour change
operations thanks to the
dense phase technology

Arneg performs
40 to 60 colour
change operations
per day: having 3
booths alternating
during the two
work shifts so that
the application
operations are
never interrupted
was decisive for
the production
flow. Moreover, the
powder transport and
spraying technology
with dense phase
pumps instead of
conventional Venturi
injectors guarantees
the quality
consistency typical
of Arneg’s products.”

The line flexibility characteristics
requested by Arneg to Imel were
further reflected in the powder
application system chosen, which
implements the Optispray dense
phase technology developed by Gema.
“We perform 40 to 60 colour change
operations per day: having 3 booths
alternating during the two work shifts
so that the application operations are
never interrupted was decisive for our
production flow (Fig. 11). Moreover,
the powder transport and spraying
technology with dense phase pumps
(Fig. 12) instead of conventional
Venturi injectors guarantees the
quality consistency typical of Arneg’s
products. The supermarket brand
colours must be identical even if
applied on different elements and
regardless of their material. We must
ensure that the coating results can be
reproduced over time,” says Federico
Pandolfo.

11
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Figure 11: The coating application carried out in an
automatic booth

After application, the conveyor
sends the parts coated by
the three booths to the

© ipcm ®

polymerisation oven – also a
bell oven but with no air vein in
order not to pollute the drying air
with the burner’s exhaust gases.
Curing occurs at a controlled and
constant temperature. Although
load bars with parts coated in
different tints enter the oven
one after the other, there is no
risk of colour contamination
during drying thanks to the zone
controlled ventilation system.
The first zone was designed for
powder gelling: it is not ventilated
and has a temperature of 120150 °C. It is followed by a segment
with hot air at 180 °C.
The workpieces then reach the
cooling buffer (Fig. 13) and finally

12
1

the two unloading areas (Fig. 14)

Figure 12: A detail of the dense phase application pumps supplied by Gema Europe.
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Figure 13: A detail of the conveyor taking the coated workpieces to the unloading station.

From production to installation:
Arneg’s green soul

Federico Pandolfo. “Special attention was paid

During the design phase of the new paintshop,

air vein drying oven, operating at 120-130 kWt

the team coordinated by Arneg never lost

and recovering heat through inverter motors,

sight of one of the main requirements of the

and to the thermal energy consumed by the

company: the commitment to reducing energy

polymerisation oven, which operates at

consumption that has always characterised it.

220-250 kWt and which does not implement

“The new plant was designed to optimise

the air vein technology not to pollute the paint

electricity and heat consumption,” states

film, although it still allows to recover the

to the ventilation of the post-pre-treatment

The new plant was designed to optimise electricity and heat
consumption. Special attention was paid to the ventilation of
the post-pre-treatment air vein drying oven, operating at
120-130 kWt and recovering heat through inverter motors, and
to the thermal energy consumed by the polymerisation oven,
which operates at 220-250 kWt and which does not implement
the air vein technology not to pollute the paint film, although it
still allows to recover the renewal air thanks to its bell structure.”

© ipcm ®
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renewal air thanks to

consultant for

its bell structure.

the energy

“Moreover, the pre-

consumption

treatment tunnel

management of

is equipped with

our customers’

inverter-managed

commercial

cleaning pumps

activities.”

that switch off
automatically if there

Conclusions

is no part on the line.

“We are really

This system also

pleased with

enables the operators

the team that

to adjust the cleaning

was created

product spraying

during the

capacity depending

design phase

on the workpieces’

of our new

dimensions. On

plant, which

average, the cleaning

maximum installed

a year,” states
Pandolfo. “It

Figure 14: The collection buﬀer of the unloading area.

power of 70 kW. The
whole cleaning department is

has not always
been easy

© ipcm ®

kW compared with its

lasted about
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tunnel consumes 20

to coordinate all our suppliers’

powered by a biomass boiler also

activities, but in the end, thanks to

connected to other plant areas,

their know-how, it was possible to

which leads to a significant saving

resolve every critical issue – such

in gas consumption.” Waste

as, for example, the software

water is treated in two tanks

setting based on the security

equipped with an evaporator

requirements of applicable laws.

supplied by KMU Loft, which

Of course, each supplier could

separates the eluate from water

guarantee that all the safety

and recirculates the latter. This

parameters of its equipment were

closed-loop system with zero

met, but, thanks to the technical

liquid discharge minimises mains

skills and professionalism of

water consumption.

their staffs, we have managed to

“These results are extremely

create a digital system capable

good and have even exceeded

of signalling any anomalies or

the expectations of our suppliers.

dangers on the entire line. IT

Our attention to our production

systems have proved crucial also

activities’ environmental impact

in terms of safety and health,

is not limited to our in-house

management of production

processes, but it is also reflected

processes and suppliers, and

on the performance of our

efficiency of all energy saving

refrigeration systems. Thanks to

resources: each of these elements

the studies conducted by our

is essential, in order to be a true

R&D centre, we reduced the

“Smart Factory”.

consumption of a refrigerated
counter by 50% and we can
act as a reliable partner and

100
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Figure 15: The water treatment plant installed by KMU Loft.
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Our new coating department is
the most obvious and significant
example of this.”

